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Good morning. My name is Hilary Miller, and I am the head of Consumer Credit 
Research Foundation, a non-profit organization devoted to academic research regarding 
the short-term credit needs of consumers. We are not controlled by any trade group. We 
foster and finance independent research regardinn the credit needs of ordinary 
Americans, much ofwbich has been inhighly regarded, referreed scholarly 
journals. My own background consists of an undergraduate degree in statistics, a graduate 
degree in statistics and finance, and a Iaw degree. I have studied this field for more than 
ten years. 

Today, I am not here as an advocate for the industry's position with respect to 
H.B. 21 91, but rather as an expert on short-term consumer credit. I want to share with 
you some of the things we know through scholarship in order to inform your thinking 
about this bill. 

Not far fiom here, in the wintcr of 1777, Washington's 11,000 men at Valley 
Forge nearly starved - while nearby the British army spent tke winter in relative excess, 
benefiting from plentiful local crops. The reason for the difference in living standard was 
a system of controls on food prices that had been imposed by your predecessors in this 
legislature, principally to protect the Continental Army from high commodity prices. The 
resulting, predictable shortages were catastrophic. Faced with mandated below-cost 
prices, farmers withheld their produce; many even made black-market sales to the British 
for specie, producing precisely the opposite effect from that intended by the Assembly. 
Ultimately, the Continental Congress adopted an anti-price-control resolution in the 
summer of 1778, and normal supplies resumed. This experiment seems far removed from 
modern payday lending, yet it serves as a nearly precise analogy for the unintended 
consequences of having a legislated price cap on a commodity. 

As another, and perhaps closer, example ofthrs process, just forty years ago, 
consumer loans from credit card companies to residents of Washington State were 
generally regulated at an annual interest rate of 18%. In the conviction that lower-income 
groups would be aided by reduced interest rates, consumerists successfully advocated a 
1968 referendum setting a 12% interest-rate ceiling. Unsurprisingly, the natural laws of 
supply and demand could not be repealed; and at the reduced ceiling price of 12%, the 
amount of credit demanded exceeded the amount supplied. The result was that less 



creditworthy consumers wefe the ones denied loans.' Hardest hit were young earners, 
new families, individuals with unstable employment histories, students, recent divordes, 
the elderly and welfare recipients.* 

The "flip side" of the effects of these restrictions is the experience of the last 30 
years in the United States, when the democratization of credit has been an extremeIv 
~owerfirl force for economic progress by the less affluent. The greatest gains accrued to 
the least affluent consumers primarily because the removal of price restrictions in credit 
markets benefits highest-risk borrowers the most3 

Consumer credit is regarded by economists a s  good for people. That is, in 
economic terms, consumers denve a welfare benefit from enjoying things now that they 
will ultimately pay for in future periods.4 Implied rates of return on household investment 
tend to be high. Sometimes, credit serves an "income smoothing" h c t i o n  when cash 
inflows are irregular, and other times credit serves as a cushion against "expense shocks.'' 
Most often, consumer credit is used to finance an investment in goods or services now 
that will provide benefits in kture periods. Think about the value of a crib now to a 

'See, !perally, Todd Zywtckl, "The Economics of Credit  card^," 3 CHAP. L. ESV. 79,96 (2000). 

'Studies wmmis~~oned by Congress durmg 1970-1971 show consistent m l t s .  Crmsumer Credit in ?he 
Unirsd Sfuter, Report of the Nanonat Commss~on on Consumer F~nance (Washington: U.S. Government Prmting 
M c e ,  1972), p. 136 ?legal rate ceilings may reduce the pnce of personal loan credlt tu some borrowers, but when 
ceilings are suf6ciently low to affect the observed market rate in a sign~ficant way, there is a substantial reduction rn 
the number of borrowers included in the legal market") 

Examining lending volumes across states, and eonlmlling for a variety of factors that would ~afluence 
supply(~ncludrng the level of the applicable rate ceiling), it was found that thecupply oi'cred~t tell Lharply as state 
rate ce~lings lkll from an ubservcd maximunlof 40",0 lo the minirn~un of 10%: loan sunolv rose with eaqv entn md .. , < 2 ~- 

~ ~ ~ m a r k e t  concentration, especially in high-ceiling states. Douglas F. Greer, "Rae Ceilings, Market Structure, and 
the SuppIyof Finance Company P a o n a l  Loans," JournalofFiinance, Vol . 29 . ,  No. 5 (December 1974), pp. 1363- 
1382. 

The Washington expencncc is consistent with research &om other states. Enveshgators have found that 
while tWe approval rates of high-nsk groups fell sigolficantly as market rates approached usury ceilings, the approval 
rates of low-risk groups tell only ~nsigruficantly Wlll~am J. Boyes and Nancy Roberts, "Econom~c Effects of Usury 
Laws in Arizona," 198 1 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 35 

'See, generally, W F. Baxter. "Section 85 ofthe National Bark Act and Consumer Welfare: 1995 UTAH I. 
REV. 1009,1023: 

Finally, notwithstanding the familiar populist politics of usury laws, the greatest gains 
from [deregulation] are likely to accrue to the least well-off consumers la society. Remlatory . - 
resmctions in  crcd~t markets hun highst-ri5k borrowers the most. Based on n review of the 
ernpu~cal literatwe esti~iralins the ~ m ~ a c i  of restrictive Interest rate ceilines before 119781. one - - L ~ ~ ' .  ~ ~-~ 

study wncludes that "lower-inwme families and families headed by younger persons would seem 
to be among those most likely to be denied credit as a result of such [interest rate] ceilings." 
[footnote omitted] Incredit card markets in particular, both the Credit Research Center survey data 
and a New York State study echo this result. These studies indicate that pre-[I9781 rate ceilings 
affected theprobabilitythata low-income or lower-middle-income family would hold a credit 
card but did not affect the probability of cardholdiig for higher-income families. 

'F. T h o m  Juslerand Robert P. Shay, ''Consumer Sensitivity to Financeflates: An Empirical m d  
Analytical Investigation," Occasional Paper 88. New York National BureauofEconomic Research (1964). 



couple with a newborn, or the value of a car to a newly employed commuting member of 
the workforce. In the vast majority of cases, credit serves a useful and salutary purpose. 

- A  

Research shows that the vast majority of consumer borrowers, including the users of 
payday-loan credit, use the loans as intended and are responsible in their use.5 

When credit is resfricted, consumers turn to other, frequently more expensive and 
less friendly, sources of credit, such as bank overdrafts, late bill payments and 
unlicensed, illegal lenders. In economics, we call these "inferior substitdes." Consumers 
do not simply reduce their borrowing to the level permitted or desired by the legislature, 
Rather, by tampering with market forces, laws such as the current situation in 
Pennsylvania have the effect of driving consumers to inferior substitute credit sources. 

For the last few years, Pennsylvania has been operating under a credit price ceiling 
that is below legitimate lenders' costs. As a result, all Iegitimate short-term, small lenders 
-other than those heavily subsidized by some other source - have been driven out of 
the market, and the field has been effectively abandoned to black-market lenders. 

Our research shows that internet advertising for unregulated offshore and "tribal" 
lending is targeted most heavily at states like Pennsylvania that restrict local lenders to 
charging unprofitable rates. 

H.B. 2191 addresses this issue. It will provide, for the first time, an opportunity for 
Pennsylvania consumers of modest means who have impaired credit or "thin" credit files 
an opportunity to borrow lawfully fmm local retail operators. As a result, licensed, 
regulated lenders can be expected to return to the market in this Commonwealth. They 
will hire employees here and pay taxes here - which their internet-based, or Ohio-based, 
or Delaware-based competitors do not do. 

H.B. 2191 contains the toughest ccmsumer safeguards of any comparable legal 
structure in America, including limitations on loan amount, rollovers, pricing and other 
protections. Key among these features is the preclusion of rollovers, a feature of payday 
loans oft cited by critics as a cause of a "cycle of debt."6 These features include: 

0 A debt-f?ee period at the end of each loan, complete with an enforcement 
mechanism 
A no-cost right of rescissiou 
A no-cost extended payment plan 

5 ~ r e g o ~  Elliehausen, "An Analysis of Consumers' Useof Payday Loans," Monograph 41. The George 
Washington University School of Business - Finmcial Services Research Propm (2009). available ar 
iitrp:~.~~~.~l~~~~cfsaa.con/oor(als~%eiated~ntmenriA~c~~~~~~~~~iltvs~s 01:2009.i?df (last visited May ,2, 
2012). 

 here is sigaificant evidence that tbe so-called "cycle of debt" simply does not exist. See, Marc A Fusaro 
and Patricia J. Clrillo, "Do Payday Loans Trap Consumers in a Cycle of Debt?" (201 I), ava~iable at 
Iiftd-' S S L ~  co~lv'abs,ti~ct~ 1960776 (last visitedMay 2, 2012). 



If the loan goes to default, the federal Fau Debt Collection Practices Act prevails 
without access to criminal prosecution or c o l I d o n  of treble damages. 

In every respect, this is a state-of-the-art consumer-protection law. But from an 
economist's standpoint, H.B. 2191 is, if anything, too consumer-friendly. Although it will 
permit lawful operators to earn a profit, the bill is arguably too restrictive in terms of 
dictating the parameters of a loan, and it will deny borrowers and lenders the opportunity 
to adjust loan pricing and t e r n  outside those parameters if warranted by market 
conditions and the borrower's circumstances. Free-market economic theoreticians like me 
prefer these matters to be left to the market. But these restrictions seem like a necessary 
element of any political solution, however. 

H.B. 2 19 1 will accompIish its principal regulatory purpose and represents a good 
compromise in the current political environment. It will be an improvement over the 
status quo for consumers, and positive for employment and tax revenue in this 
Commonwealth. 

This is a good opportunity to learn &om the mistakes of your predecessors in 
1777. Legislated price ceilings, especially when they arc below producers'costs, create 
perverse tesults. 

- 

I will be happy to provide additional thoughts about this bill in response to 
questions now or addressed to me later by mail or teIephone. 

Thank you for your time and thoughtfdl attention to this important matter. 


